
While its architectural

integrity and elegance

remain in tact, unique

touches like the one-of-a-

kind painted ceiling in the

study, leaded glass French

doors in the dining room,

and large custom copper

fountain in the courtyard

make this home a rare

and wonderful find.
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Recent improvements include all new kitchen 
appliances, a new roof and new fence.  All drapes 

and fixtures remain, including this exquisite 
brass chandelier in the dining room.



The collective formal rooms of the downstairs exhibit traditional
charm and refinement, especially conducive to entertaining.  Graced

with tall ceilings, original mantles in beautiful condition, an iron lace
stair, crystal and brass chandeliers and oak floors with mahogany

strips, these rooms provide a polished welcome.

The spacious study is embellished with floor-to-ceiling shelves along three
walls, custom made for book and art displays as well as entertainment 

equipment.  The ceiling was texture-painted by renowned local artist Chris
Guarisco.  Rods and finials atop the window reflect his design. 

·
The gourmet kitchen is vast in size and flooded with sunlight, overlooking 

an adjoining breakfast room and the deck and courtyard beyond.  
Stainless appliances include a sub-zero refrigerator, Dacor® 5-burner gas

stove built into the large center island, a double Thermador® oven,  
ice maker, dishwasher and garbage compactor.



The master bedroom boasts a  bed custom-built of
of pine posts with a high-rise box spring.  

Each of the bedrooms is generously sized and 
abundant in custom storage space.

The third floor living area, illuminated by a large
sky light and original stained glass dormer window,

offers the perfect private home office space.

A wide deck across the rear of the home overlooks the
large, fenced courtyard.  Originally landscaped by Robin

Tanner, this tranquil yard provides a beautiful setting
for outdoor gatherings.  The area is anchored by a brick

pond with a copper fountain, fashioned by 
a local French Quarter artist.



This information, while not guaranteed, is submitted by sources we believe reliable. Floorplan not to scale.  3/28/06

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:

Three central AC units
·

Partially floored attic, easily accessed from 3rd floor office
·

1665 sq. ft. basement for additional storage
·

Two-car gated garage, accessed via the Perrier Street
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